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VIVISECTION
By Mbs. MONA CAIRD.

{Reprinted from " The Clarion.")

I

BEG for space in your columns in order to plead the cause

of the multitude of animals that are now, in this country,

with the sanction of the law, being subjected by physiologists

to hideous tortures. The pursuit of scientific knowledge is the

one object that is held by the law to justify crime, for if the

ordinary non-scientific person commits the very same crime of

cruelty towards animals, he is not licensed, but punished ! A
cabman works a lame horse : the law comes down on him for

cruelty. A carter drives -a horse with a sore back : the law fines

or imprisons him. But a frock-coated person, in all the pomp

and circumstance of lofty respectability and prosperity, bakes a

live dog in an oven—or, rather, he makes a series of experiments

of baking live dogs in ovens, or boiling them, or sticking

red-hot wires into their brains, or cutting them open along

the spinal marrow, till at each touch on the nerve the

creature gives " a cry of agony like the notes of a violin." Is

this elegant person fined or imprisoned or punished for his

cruelty? Certainly not ; he is politely presented with a licence to

practise it, with the compliments and good wishes of the Home
Secretary.

In short, no agony is too horrible to be inflicted on an animal

provided its torturer asserts that the infliction of such agony is

necessary for the performance of certain experiments.

Is such a state of the law just, either to man or beast ?

If any one doubts the truth of what I have said, let him

apply to Mr. S. G. Trist, assistant secretary of the Victoria Street

Society for the Protection of Animals from Vivisection, 20,

Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S.W., from whom literature

on the subject may be obtained, selected from the works of the
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vivisectors themselves. Let him go to the British Museum and

get out the works quoted and see for himself the accounts of the

Vivisectors of their own operations published in their works and

journals.

Now, I appeal to the sense of justice, to the conscience, to

the pity of your readers with jnore confidence than I usually

feel in addressing the readers of newspapers, because I feel that the

general objects of the Clarion are intimately related to the cause

for which I plead—the cause of the most helpless and friendless

of all creatures capable of joy and sorrow, of pleasure and of pain.

I feel that the spirit which would bring justice and relief to the

suffering among human beings is really the same as that which

would hasten the salvation of the tortured among animals. It is

the capacity to suffer in the human victim that inspires the desire

to help ; it is capacity to suffer that makes it impossible for us to

turn a deaf ear to the cry of the mangled brute tied to a torture-

trough, while its nerves are dissected out and its body is cut up, in

the interests of science. It is this capacity to suffer that gives,

the creature a claim on human mercy and justice. If absolute

helplessness has not this claim, what, in heaven's name, lias ?

We are told, moreover, that these things are done for oicr

sokes : that perhaps some day we may be able, through these

diabolical means, to obtain some good for ourselves, some method

of evading the consequences of our sins and of the evil conditions

of our lives. Clearly, then, if hideous cruelty is committed in our

names, we are the more bound to repudiate it, and to assure our

professional torturers that we have no desire to gain by such deeds,

were it possible to gain by them, which we deny. That physical

good can come, in the long run, from moral wrong seems to me to-

be the most obviously preposterous statement that ever was made

by the blind ruthlessness of human self-seeking ; but it is through

this bait to our hopes, this balsam to our fears, that the vivisector

tries to persuade us to leave him unmolested while he devotes his

life to the tormenting of dumb creatures. Consider the moral state

of the man or woman who would cheer on the torturer, who

would willingly take means to produce the hoped-for gain by

savagery such as this ! Surely such meanness, such dastardly

cruelty, ought to be impossible to any human being with the



faintest glimmer of moral sense. The very existence of such a

spirit among us—a moral leper, as he should be called—would

do more harm than any physical gain could possibly do good to

a community. For moral disease is the deadliest of all diseases,

and it leads inexorably to physical disease in the long run—and

not a very long run, either.

We all know a better way of keeping our bodies in health

than by cutting up live animals, and it would always be a better

way, even if animals were no more capable of pain than a stick

or a stone, and the moral element were therefore no part of the

question. Even then, I say, the method would be a false and a

stupid one, though it would cease to be diabolical, as it is now.

Pure air, pure and simple food, simple habits, kindly thoughts,

intellectual activity, work, leisure, recreation, hearty pleasure

—

these are things that bring health as surely as their opposites

lead to disease. I know, alas ! that for many of our population

half these human necessaries are unattainable. But that does

not alter the natural law which makes them the conditions of

health, nor does it enable us to win health through a cowardly

abuse of our power over animals. On the contrary, such abuses

of power inevitably postpone the attainment of the right conditions

of well-being to a more distant future. That this is so, is obvious

to anyone who will reflect that this awful practice is teaching men,

day by day, the evil lesson which they are only too ready to learn :

that might is right, that the helpless may be justly oppressed for

the good of the powerful ; that the weaker ought to go to the wall >

that competition and not co-operation is the means of grace in

this world ; antagonism, not sympathy, the secret of social

happiness. Vivisection is busy teaching, by the eloquence of

example, that if only we can hope for gain for ourselves from the

pain of some creature without strength to resist us or a law to

protect, then we may inflict that pain, however terrible; and so

far from being ashamed of ourselves we may proudly proclaim our

deed to the world, and consider ourselves benefactors of humanity.

It was precisely this spirit which led the ancient Greeks annually

to choose out their most beautiful maidens to be slaughtered on

the altar of the gods, in order to induce the gods to grant favours

to the rest of the people. If those gods had possessed one ounce



of decent feeling among them they would have turned away in

scorn from a people who, year after year, would commit this

miserable act of treachery ! The gods ought to have proclaimed

that they bestowed no favours on traitors and dastards. Yet

that is exactly the spirit in which the vivisectors would induce us

to betray the helpless fellow-creatures who are at our mercy : the

cat, with its terribly sensitive nerves, the rabbit, the horse, and

last, but not least, man's faithful friend, the dog, " who licks the

hands of his tormentors when they fasten him down in the

torture-trough," vainly pleading for pity to those whose hearts are

dead to the suffering that they spend their lives in inflicting.

I shall presently mention one or two of the operations that have

been performed on animals, some abroad and some at home.

The accounts are not given by the enemies of the vivisectors,

but hy the vivisectors themselves in their own works and

journals ; and I shall give the authority in each case for the

statement made.* I am not surprised that most people, when

they first hear of these things, should cry :
" Impossible ! This

must be exaggeration ; this must be the invention of some

depraved imagination !'' Such was my own feeling when I

first learnt what was done in physiological laboratories. But

a little research made it only too plain that it was all ghastly

truth ; and, indeed, since the vivisectors alone fully know what

they have done in the secrecy of their torture dens, outsiders can

never learn all that has gone on there and that goes on there

every day. These little hells on earth are not only scattered

all over England in the larger towns, but they are attached to

the medical schools which are connected with most of the

big hospitals, be it remembered, and the vivisectors must

often come straight from the torture-trough of some mangled

animal to the bedside of the patient. Is it surprising that

sometimes—who dare conjecture how often ?—the results of

experiments commenced in the laboratory are tested in the

hospital wards? Such shocking disclosures as those which have

lately been made at the Chelsea Hospital for Women are

•^ I have space only for very meagre quotation. I repeat my exhortation
to those who doubt that vivisection is cruel to consult the works of those who
practise it. The difficulty is to give the slightest idea of the anguish that it

causes. Exaggeration is simply impossible.



significant proof of wlaat must be expected if vivisection is

allowed to go on. If a man feels justified, and is justified by

public sentiment and the law, in torturing one sentient creature to

gain his own end, we may be sure that he will also feel justified,

or, at any rate, not be able to resist the temptation of torturing

another sentient creature, human though he be, if the end be

important and the creature be in his power. We know that

doctors openly speak of hospital patients as " clinical

material." The use of these patients for vivisectional purposes

—now an indisputable fact—is one of the ways in which evil

has followed evil, though the original evil was wrought pro-

fessedly that good might come. Good does not and cannot come

from moral evil. Peace and health cannot flow out of dastardly

cruelty ; evil must result from vivisection, and now it is

coming upon us fast and furious. Every year the practice

spreads and spreads in our midst, every year hospital patients are

in greater peril, every year the moral sense on this point is sink-

ing, so that now there is a serious proposal in America to vivisect

criminals ; and we may be sure that if the tide of feeling does not

turn, the vivisection of hospital patients will not only often be

actually done in secret, but will be done openly, as a matter of

course, and openly justified, as I have actually heard it

justified by highly-conscientious and well-meaning people even

now. After that, the deluge !
*

Would that I could convey to my readers the profound con-

viction which I hold of the terrible peril that all society, and

especially the poorer class of Society is in from this cause, and

the need that there is for determiyied persistent political action

to check the growth of this awful evil and to alter the iniquitous

law which now gives a licence for deliberate cruelty. Only the

* The present preparations that are being made to provide anli toxin
serum for use in hospitals, are really preparations for experiments on a grand
scale, for the treatment is one in which there is enormous difference of

opinion, and about whose dangerous after effects we have had warnings from
eminent authorities. This is a question that the poorer classes ought to look

into. It ought not to be forgotten that the returns of the Registrar-General
are reported to show that a vastly greater number of people per million of the
population die now of some of the worst forms of disease than used to die of

the same diseases in 1850 or thereabouts : that is since the introduction of

vaccination. Zymotic diseases have largely diminished, but cancer, kidney
disease, chest diseases, insanity, liver diseases, nerve diseases, &c., have all

enormously increased, some of them even doubling the death-rate.



people can do this, only their voice is strong enough to contend

against the powerful body of men who are banded together to

protect this dastardly abuse.

I will now very briefly give an account of a few experiments

recorded by the vivisectors in their various journals.

Professor Mantegazza, of Florence, instituted a series of ex-

periments on the nature of pain, and invented an ingenious

machine with claws for gripping and tearing animals, that thereby

he might produce the most intense agony that could possibly be

contrived. He concludes his account of his work thus :
" These,

my experiments, were conducted with much delight and extreme

patience for the space of a year."—(Mantegazza. " Fisiologia del

Dolore," p. 101).

Dr. Brachet, professor of physiology at the Ecole de Medicine,

Paris, tested a dog's feelings by means of plaguing it whenever he

saw it, until the animal hated and feared him. He then put out

its eyes, and as, after this, it still exhibited fury at the sound of

his voice, he proceeded to destroy its ears. The mutilated dog,

no longer sensible of his presence, ceased to display animosity.

This is recorded in Dr. EUiotson's " Human Physiology,"

p. 450.

Dr. Lauder Brunton baked rabbits to death, after having ad-

ministered digitalis to them.—" The Practitioner," vol. xxxiii.,

pp. 272-281.

In Vol. 13, " Journal of Physiology," p. 467, an experiment is

recorded under chloral, which is not a true anoesthetic, and therefore

does not proteet from jjawi. Chloral is a narcotic, lohicli only

stupefies. (See the evidence of the celebrated vivisector, Claude

Bernard,—" Revue des Cours Scientifiques," vol. vi. p. 446.)

The experiment was as follows : A rabbit had cervical sympa-

thetic nerve tied and cut, also third nerve in skull tied and cut,

the anterior part of the brain being removed.

The Practitioner of October, 1884, records a series of experi-

ments by Drs.. Lander Brunton and Theodore Cash, which

consisted in subjecting cats to what is called " a rise of tempera-

ture " and "very high temperament,"

—

i.e., what ordinary people

would call baking alive. The temperatures at which they died or



began to suffocate are noted, also at what moment natural

respiration ceased and had to be conducted artificially."

Artificial respiration is effected by slitting the windpipe and

pumping air into the lungs by means of bellows and an engine.

Ey this means death is prevented from putting an end to the

creature's sufferings. In Professor Ludwig's great laboratory at

Leipsic, we are told that the engine is at work day and night

pumping air into the lungs of the animals, many being left all

night in a mutilated condition to serve for further experiments on

the following day.

A word of warning here to those who might imagine that when

an anaesthetic is said to be given the animal suffers no pain. Dr.

Hoggan had intimate acquaintance with vivisecting laboratories,

and he says that chloroform, for instance, cannot be given strong

enough to an animal to destroy feeling without killing the animal

altogether, and that, as a rule, the creatures get a mere whiff in

order that the operators may say that chloroform was given, but

which is of no use whatever to the animal. Narcotics, which

stupefy the creature but do not protect from pain, are constantly

given as if they were true anaesthetics, which they are not.

Dr. Hoggan concludes by saying : "I am inclined to look upon

anaesthetics as the greatest curse to vivisectible animals." He
points out elsewhere that it is the public, not the animal, that is

rendered insensible.—" Spectator," May 29th, 1875.

In conclusion, it may be added that there are countless ex-

periments the very nature of which precludes the possibility of

using anassthetics, as they are on the 7iature of sensation/'' and

require that all the nerves of the animal shall be fully alive to

pain.

Now, are these things to go on under the sanction of the law ?

The most efficient help that any one can render to this cause, so

desperately important both to ourselves and to our more helpless

fellow-beings, is to spread a knowledge on the subject as widely

* " In the course of a series of experiments on monkeys at the Laboratory
of the Eoyal College of Physicians and Surgeons, made with a view to

determine the paths of sensation," etc.— Vol. xiii. p. 773, "Journal of

Physiology." A vast number of Professor Ferrier's experiments are of this,

nature.



as possible, and to refuse to vote for any member of Parliament

who will not pledge himself to support the movement for the total

suppression of vivisection. It must be made a political question,

the people must express their wishes plainly and resolutely, and

I cannot but believe, if once the facts were made clear, that the

people of England would rise up and declare, with one voice,

that chartered cruelty shall no longer be tolerated on English

soil.

^Miller, Son, & Campy., Limited, Printeis, Finshnry Circus Buildings, London, E.C.
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